Travel and Transportation Assessment Project
Use subjunctive and present tense.
Your mission: You will plan a one week vacation for 4 people to a Spanish speaking country. You must
arrange the hotel, flight, activities and meals. You will present your information to class using a Power
Point/Prezi or whatever program you are comfortable with. You will be graded on presentation style,
information, and use of the Spanish language. You must incorporate the subjunctive into your
presentation a few times. This project is due Tuesday, February 17th. We will have 2 days to work on
this in class, February 4/5 and February 10th. . Any other work you need to complete must be done
outside of class.
Details about the trip: You have $10,000 American dollars to spend on the trip. This includes airfare,
hotels, meals and activities. You can pick any Spanish speaking country that is interesting to you. Some
countries are less expensive than others. You may not exceed $10,000.
The presentation: This is the minimum of what should be presented on each slide. You are encouraged
to add more information than required and make each slide interesting to look at
1- Title page – tell me where you are going.
2- Packing list. What kinds of clothes, toiletries, documentation, and money do you need? Will you
exchange your money for local currency? How does that work?
3 – Air itinerary. What flights will get you there and back? What time do you have to arrive at the
airport? What documentation do you need?
4 – Hotel. How will you get to the hotel? What is the hotel like? How many rooms do you need? What
are the amenities: pool, wi fi, breakfast?
5- Transportation. How will you get around; bus, taxi, walk, car rental? How much will it cost?
6 – Meals. Give me a few examples of restaurants and prices. What do you want to eat there? What
kinds of food do you want to try?
7- Activities. What do you want to do? How will you get there? How much will it cost?
8- Budget. Show me how you spent your $10,000. This should include air, hotel, food, transportation,
activities and any other expenses that you foresee.

F-Did not complete

C-completed at minimum

B- completed with some extra

A- completed above and beyond

1- Title page – tell me where you are going.
2- Packing list. What kinds of clothes, toiletries, documentation, and money do you need? Will you exchange your money for local currency?
How does that work?
3 – Air itinerary. What flights will get you there and back? What time do you have to arrive at the airport? What documentation do you need?
4 – Hotel. How will you get to the hotel? What is the hotel like? How many rooms do you need? What are the amenities: pool, wi fi,
breakfast?
5- Transportation. How will you get around; bus, taxi, walk, car rental? How much will it cost?
6 – Meals. Give me a few examples of restaurants and prices. What do you want to eat there? What kinds of food do you want to try?
7- Activities. What do you want to do? How will you get there? How much will it cost?
8- Budget. Show me how you spent your $10,000. This should include air, hotel, food, transportation, activities and any other expenses that
you foresee.

Score for Spanish Presentation –
Score for Task Completion –
Final Score-

